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Abstract. This study is focused on improving the classification perfor-
mance of EEG data through the use of some data restructuring methods.
In this study, the impact of having more training instances/samples vs.
using shorter window sizes is investigated. The BCI2003 IVa dataset is
used to examine the results. The results not surprisingly indicate that,
up to a certain point, having higher numbers of training instances signif-
icantly improves the classification performance while the use of shorter
window sizes tends to worsen performance in a way that usually can-
not fully be compensated for by the additional instances, but tends to
provide useful gain in overall performance for small divisors into two or
three subepochs. We have moreover determined that use of an incomplete
set of overlapping windows can have little effect, and is inapplicable for
the smallest divisors, but that use of overlapping subepochs from three
specific non-overlapping areas (start, middle and end) of a superepoch
tends to contribute significant additional information. Examination of
a division into five equal non-overlapping areas indicates that for some
subjects the first or last fifth contributes significantly less information
than the middle three fifths.

Keywords: Electroencephalogram, Window size, Overlapping window

1 Introduction

Electroencephalography is one of the brain imaging and recording techniques
that can be used to investigate human brain’s activity, whilst Electroencephalo-
gram (EEG) is the human brain’s pattern that can be used to study the state of
the brain, investigate medical conditions, monitor patients or research psycholog-
ical phenomena. Recently Electroencephalogram (EEG) based Brain Computer
Interface (BCI) has been an area of significant research activity with a variety
of techniques being used to recognise and interpret brain events as a form of
interface to a computer or other device, rather than for medical diagnosis or
neuroscience research. Most commonly BCI is considered in terms of mental
commands to control another device, and these may involve seeking to influence
a particular brain rhythm, imagining a particular event or action, or even po-
tentially a result of some direct intention or thought. BCI may also relate to
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2 Multiplying the mileage of your dataset with subwindowing

unintended or automatic responses to events, or to recognition of particular cog-
nitive states or levels of cognitive activity. This paper is presented in the context
of BCI using single-trial EEG techniques, but the technique presented should
be more generally applicable than the particular BCI-competition dataset and
paradigm we have investigated.

Traditionally, a substantial period of time (a couple of seconds) is used as
a single training or test instance, with an arbitrarily determined start and stop
point. For a BCI trial in which the subject is seeking to maintain a desired brain
state for a period of time, why should we treat this period of time, sometimes
several seconds, as one trial or epoch? Indeed, at best, following the instruction
to the subject there will be a latency of variable duration before they enter the
state, a period of steady state maintaining the required mental process, and
a point where the subject feels he has maintained the state for the requested
time and ceases. In practice, subjects may take a while to satisfactorily reach
the required brain state, may falter in their maintenance of the state, and may
start and stop the state inside or outside of the arbitrarily selected constant time
window used in the study. It is thus potentially useful to explore the information
provided by different parts of this epoch, and the use of multiple smaller windows
(subepochs) into the trial (superepoch).

For the purposes of training a neural network or other machine learning sys-
tem, there is a general rule of the more data the better - at least to the point
where we have fully generalised across all possible instances that might be ex-
pected. There is even evidence, a standard trick, that adding noise can improve
the robustness and generalizability of the learned classifier, and in particular its
resilience to noise. On the other hand, when collecting data, we tend to want to
inconvenience (and pay) subjects as little as possible, so the less data the better,
and this paper is about additional tricks that can be potentially used to multi-
ply the effectiveness and increase the resilience of our classifiers. Our technique
involves treating a single trial as a superepoch in which multiple subepochs are
selected to multiply the number of examples in our dataset, whilst reducing the
size and complexity of an individual training instance. We not only explore the
use of covering nonoverlapping sets of subepochs, but consider the possibility
of multiplying our data further by allowing overlap between subepochs, or of
reducing training time and complexity by using noncovering sets of subepochs.

For this study, we consider only 10CV analysis of individual windowing pat-
terns, but part of the unexplored potential of this work is the opportunity to
train and fuse multiple classifiers.

2 Dataset

We used BCI competition dataset IVa [3]. The dataset contains EEG data that
was collected from 5 healthy participants (with no indication of age or gender).
During the data acquisition phase, subjects were seated in chairs with armrests
and they were instructed to perform 280 task trails over four sessions. Random
durations of 1.75 to 2.25 seconds have been used as intertrial interval. In each
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one of these 280 task trials, a visual cue has been presented to participants for
3.5 seconds during which they were instructed to perform either the right hand
or left foot movement imagination based on the direction of the cue. To provide
consistency with certain other studies done on the same dataset, the dataset is
restructured to a common framework containing:

– The data acquired during the time that subject was performing a cognitive
task (denoted as task in datasets).

– The data acquired outside of the time specified for performing the specified
tasks during the instructions, blank screen, inter-trial and so on (denoted as
non-task in datasets).

– The data acquired during the transition times when the subject is switching
his/her state from non-task to task or vice versa (denoted as transition in
datasets). This period nominally contained the first 0.5 seconds after the
time that cue was presented to the subject and the 0.5 seconds before the
end of the task.

The task period is labeled appropriately in a way to represent the performed
motor imagery tasks. In this study, only task periods have been used for the
purpose of feature extraction and classification. As a result, the dataset contains
EEG data gathered from 5 subjects (aa,al,av,aw,ay), each containing 280 epochs
with nominal 2.5s windows. each 2.5s window contains 2500 samples gathered
from 118 electrodes. The sample rate is 1000Hz.

Table 1 provides details about the abbreviations used to describe the set of
pre-processing methods applied to a dataset and its current status. In this study,
a dataset is described using the following format : [type of referencing][demeaned
or raw EEG data][sample rate]Hz[window size]s[percentage of the overlapping
windows][number of sub-epochs][number of super-epochs].
As an example, CARD1000Hz0.5s5*280 shows that common average reference

Table 1. Table of Abbreviations

Definition Description

CAR Common Average Reference
D Demeaned EEG data
R Raw EEG data
s Second

Hz Hertz
OVLP Overlapping windows

ROVLP Reduced Overlapping windows
Red Referenced to a particular sub-epoch by number

is used and the data is demeaned. The sample rate is 1000Hz, with half a sec-
ond window size (sub-epoch size), which results in having 5 time more epochs
than the original 2.5 second windows (this is reflected in 5*280). No overlapping
windows are used in this case.
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CARD1000Hz0.3sOVLP25*280 shows that the demeaned and common aver-
age reference demeaned data is used. The sample rate is 1000Hz and 0.3 second
window (sub-epoch size) is used but the windows/sub-epochs have 25% overlap
(that is windows/sub-epochs are the same size (in terms of the time duration)
starting from different offsets, with 75% delay and 25% overlap).

3 Experiments and Results

Since any referencing of the dataset during the data acquisition is unknown, all
the examples presented use EEG data that has been demeaned per electrode
over the epoch, after common average referencing (CAR) across electrodes. In
all figures, frequency features (FFT over the subwindow/subepoch) are used for
classification, and LinearSVM is used as the classifier, as this is usually a good
choice (in fact many other features and classifiers have been trialed, and certain
other combinations work well, but this combination provides the most consis-
tent performance in our tests). Furthermore, all results indicate the average
value of Bookmaker informedness through 10-fold cross validation. Bookmaker
is a chance-corrected measure that takes into account both sensitivity and speci-
ficity, and is a more informative method than accuracy, recall or precision for
evaluating the performance, being computed from the true and false positive
or negative rates [2]. The data used in this paper is dichotomous, that is we
are seeking to distinguish only two conditions (when Bookmaker simplifies to
Specificity + Sensititivity - 1 = tpr - fpr). However, Bookmaker informedness
is also appropriate for discriminating multiple conditions whereas accuracy is
not comparable across different experimental set ups, including changes in the
number or prevalence of conditions.

In all experiments 10-fold cross-validation is used at the level of trials so that
it is guaranteed that there is no repetition in terms of training and testing epochs
- that is no trial used wholly or in part for learning will be used wholly or in part
for evaluation. In all figures, averaged results are shown with errorbars spaced
at one standard error from the mean, and non-overlap of the errorbars thus
suggests significance of the difference of means. In many figures the errorbars
are scarcely visible which means that any noticeable difference is potentially
significant at the 0.05 level (9dof t-test). However no explicit significance tests
are performed and in particular no correction is made for the massive multiple
testing we have performed. At 0.05 significance, chances are that 1 in 20 tests
will show apparent significance due to chance (e.g. one method just happens to
suit the specific dataset better). This risk is not fully mitigated by the use of
10CV.

3.1 Pre-Processing: The impact of shorter vs longer windows

This section describes a series of experiments to explore the effect of shorter
time windows in combination with and in contrast with the number and choice
of subepochs.
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Fig. 1. The performance of 2.5s superepoch vs 0.5s subepochs at different offsets across
different subjects (experiment 1a)

Experiment 1a - superepoch vs specific subepoch: Although our aim
is to explore increasing the number of training instances through using shorter
window sizes that may or may not overlap with each other, to see if we can
improve the classification performance and/or reduce the training time required,
it is useful to explore the variation in accuracy across epochs of different sizes
and offsets within the trial. This will provide a baseline for understanding the
results when we vary both the number of training epochs and the size of the
epochs, and implicitly their offsets.

We illustrate that there is generally some loss of accuracy in reducing epoch
size, and that there is some slight variability with change of offset, but that this
can vary considerably across subjects. We present results for one specific case
where reduction is achieved by dividing 2.5s windows into 5 0.5s windows and
these are treated individually in separate 10CV runs. Each new epoch is called
a subepoch while the 2.5s windows is considered as the superepoch. Viz. for
this experiment, 5 new datasets are generated such that each contains only first,
second, ..., or fifth sub epoch from each super epoch and a 10-fold cross validation
is performed to create training and testing sets from each one of these five new
datasets. The results are illustrated in Fig.1. In the figure, these new reduced sets
are indicated as ’Red’ and the following digit indicate the index number of the
subepoch used. The results indicate that there is mostly little difference between
a subject’s performance in different 0.5s time-windows within the original 2.5s
trial. However, the use of the entire 2.5s window benefits the classifier in all cases,
but the central subepoch was marginally better for the weakest subject. This is
evidently due to a preference for a more general picture of a subject’s intention
on the entire 2.5s window compared with only 0.5s, however performance may be
reduced because of the curse of dimensionality - the more attributes or features
we have the harder it is to optimise the learner. The exception is likely due to the
specific subject not reaching the desired state as quickly or maintaining it as long,
and conforms to a general pattern that central subepochs tend to be give more
consistent performance. Despite the observed performance improvement over a
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single 0.5s window, a 2.5s window is usually considered a long time period in
human brain study and slightly shorter window sizes may be expected to provide
better representation of the underlying pattern.

Experiment 1b - covering non-overlapping subepochs: As was men-
tioned earlier, the intention of this study is to investigate the impact of using
multiple windows of shorter window sizes on the classifier’s overall performance.
To do so, a variety of windows sizes (0.1s, 0.2s, 0.3s, 0.4s, 0.5s, 0.6s, 0.8s, 1.25s,
2.5s) are applied to the demeaned signal so that essentially the entire 2.5s is
used. Fig. 2 illustrates the frequency analysis results using this full set of time
windows.

Fig. 2. The performance of full coverage subepoching across subjects (experiment 1b)

The results indicate that the classifier’s performance is influenced by the
window size. In addition, it suggests that even though shorter window sizes
can benefit the classifier by providing higher number of training instances, very
short window sizes (as in 0.2s and 0.1s) might be incapable of properly reflect
the subject’s intention. On the other hand, the peak performance is always one
of the long sizes (0.8s, 1.25s or 2.5s), but seldom the longest (2.5s). That is we
normally do get a performance improvement by using multiple subepochs where
the subepoch length is around 1 second.

Experiment 1c - random partially covering subepochs: Even though
the results achieved from the previous experiment indicate the impact of longer
time windows on classifier performance, there remains the question of how much
this is influenced by the multiplication of the effective number of epochs. It is
thus useful to investigate the possibility of achieving a reasonable classification
by using fewer training instances. This issue is investigated by reducing the
number of sub-epochs by means of random selection for each of the investigated
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subwindow durations, rather than selecting specific intervals and durations as in
experiment 1a. For each subepoch size, the process is to randomly select a total
of 280 sub-epochs from each superepoch (2.5s windows), and in addition for the
0.1s size, with its rather high number of subwindows available (25), a selection
of submultiples of 24 are tested in order to be comparable to their use with the
corresponding fractions of the superepoch used in experiment 1b. Considering
the fact that the shortest window size (0.1s) always generates higher number of
instances, this time window is further investigated by applying different subepoch
reduction rates (divisor k).

Note that for time domain analysis of a sequence of 0.1s windows we are
essentially providing a bias of particular sensitivity to frequencies and harmonics
of 10Hz, which will reinforce each other, where as other frequencies will have
varying phase and tend to cancel out. In our time domain studies (not shown
or discussed in this paper due to their generally reduced performance relative
to the frequency domain) this is apparent with a dramatic spike up for 0.1s.
Given we are mainly interested in frequencies up to 30Hz, and we see a strong
reduction in informedness gain for smaller subepochs, it would seem advisable
to restrict attention to subwindows of at least 0.3s.

Fig. 3. The averaged results of sub-window reduction through random selection across
different window sizes (experiment 1c)

The comparison of the achieved results between Fig.2 and Fig 3 indicates
learning is far less stable and generally less effective when less than the full
number of available subepochs is used, particularly for the randomly selected
short intervals and the weakest subject (who is likely not maintaining the de-
sired state stable throughout the 2.5 seconds). Clearly it is beneficial to make
use of all the data, and even though the gain is not great, or guaranteed, in
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using k subepochs of 1/k window size, there is an expected gain of o(k) in the
training and testing time, given we are using a learning algorithm that is linear
in the number of training instances but quadratic in the number of attributes or
samples.

In summary, for experiment 1 we have seen that for small divisors k (1 or
2) we can get an improvement in performance due to the increased number
of training instances available, but we have not seen a strong reduction below
0.3s subwindows, and we have seen a slight reduction in between that might
potentially be improved by additional training instances. We thus turn to look
at the addition of overlapped training intervals for the central range of 0.8s down
to 0.3s. Note that overlapping for k=1, or 50% overlapping for k=2, will not allow
significant increase in the number of training epochs and so is not performed in
the following series of experiments.

3.2 Preprocessing: The Impact of Overlapping

Although the above comparisons indicate that using shorter time window to in-
crease the number of subepochs and reduce the number of training features does
not consistently improve the classifier performance consistently across subjects
for any particular multiplication/reduction factor k, there is still the further po-
tential of using overlapping to increase the chance of positive classification by
generating higher number of training instances while maintaining the same su-
perepoch and subepoch size. Except for the specific case of a common frequency
occurring across subepochs, we would expect non-overlapping subwindows to be
uncorrelated. But for frequency domain analysis one would expect frequencies of
interest to be represented across overlapped windows, in combination with other
signal or ‘noise’ that is not of interest, and can help improve diversification and
generalisation.

Experiment 2a - investigation of covering overlapping subwindows:
Rather than just using shorter window sizes to provide a higher number of
training samples, we investigate creating more training instances by overlapping
the subepochs from 0.8s down to 0.3s. Considering the fact that EEG data
contains a high level of contamination not only due to underlying noise in the
signal but also due to receiving multiple instances of the same signal sent by
various sources/cells on the brain and also their delayed versions, it is difficult
to predict the underlying pattern of the brain wave. However, the idea of applying
overlapping windows which cause multiple repetitions of some instances in the
signal can help to capture this pattern more properly.

The following are considered as potential advantages of window overlapping:

– correcting sampling bias

– accommodating better for instability of intentional state

– accommodating better for impedance variation/drift

– improving the quality of EEG spectral analysis within Nyquist limits

– reproducing the fluidity of temporal data in the frequency domain.
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In this section, the overlapping process is investigated with various window sizes.
This is to further investigate the possibility of improving the overall classifica-
tion performance through using shorter window sizes and having more training
instances. To do so, frequency analysis is applied using LinearSVM on 25% and
50% overlapping windows using variety of window sizes. Note that using 50%
overlap increases the number of subepochs by up to a factor of up to 2/1 (100%),
whilst usage 25% overlap increases by a factor of up to 4/3 (33%). In general
1/c overlap increases the number of subepochs by a factor of up to c/(c-1) (and
additive increase of 1/(c-1)).

Fig. 4. The averaged results of various overlapping ratios across different time windows
(experiment 2a)

The results in Figs 4 and 5 show that significant increases are achieved in
general by increased amounts of overlap, and the corresponding increased num-
ber of effective epochs, often leading to the best result for a subject. For most
subjects there is still a clear downward trend as we progress into the smallest
intervals, but the optimum interval can be anything from 0.5s up.

Experiment 2b - subsampled overlapping epochs: To further investi-
gate the impact of having higher number of subepochs, the previous experiment
is replicated by selecting only 10% or 30% of the dataset from its first, mid-
dle or last instances of overlapping windows from each 2.5s super epoch.1 The
procedure is similar to the experiment 1a. First, based on the required overlap-
ping percentage (e.g., 25% or 50%), a new dataset of overlapped sub-epochs are
created. Next, three new sets are generated in a way that each represents only
the first, middle or last X% of the total amount of overlapping windows. X can
either have 10 or 30 which results in only 10% or 30% of the maximum amount
of overlapping windows. Consequently, in the new set that contains the first 10%
of the overlapping windows, the other 90% are eliminated from the set and it

1 Another experiment with only 5 instances from either the first, middle or last seg-
ments of overlapping windows was also carried out. The results depicted poor (near
chance level) classification performance which was due to having a small number of
training instances that barely represent the underlying intention of the subjects.
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10 Multiplying the mileage of your dataset with subwindowing

mostly represents the start of the performed task. The results are demonstrated
in Figs 7 and 6. Due to computational constraints (incomplete cross-validation
runs), only 3 subjects are considered here (aa, al, and ay) and there are still
some missing cases in many of the figures in this version.

Fig. 5. The impact of various overlapping ratios across different time windows (exper-
iment 2a)

The results illustrate the possibility of improving the classification by pro-
viding higher numbers of training instances through the overlapping of shorter
time windows. In addition, it represents the possibility of achieving a reasonable
performance only using 10% or 30% of the data from the overlapped dataset,
but emphasises the importance of representing the start, middle and end seg-
ments of the trial. There is no significant difference for inclusion level (10% or
30%) or for which single segment is sampled (first, middle or last), but there
is a clear advantage when all possible overlap subintervals are included, and all
three segments are covered, with our interpretation of the results indicating that
coverage of these three segments (start, middle, end) is important.
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Fig. 6. The average classification results of the first, middle, and last 10% or 30% of
the overlapped dataset (overlapped by 25% or 50%). The results are averaged across
different time windows (experiment 2b).

4 Conclusion

This study is focused on investigating the idea of using shorter window sizes
allowing a higher number of training instances. The data in non-overlapping
windows is independent in one sense, but to the extent that consistent brain
frequencies are present throughout a trial, but are not replicated across trials,
the windows will correlate well in frequency space, with variation due to ‘noise’
that is not consistent throughout a trial. Results indicate that dividing the trial
into two or three subepochs can produce a significant increase in performance
when the full data is used, or apparently also when the start, middle and end
of the trial are represented. However, it is clear that using shorter window sizes
without increasing the number of epochs (training instances) tends to reduce the
classification performance. Less clear is the role of overlap, which does appear to
have some benefit in increasing the number of informative instances, but quickly
saturates. For this dataset if a subject achieves 0.7 probability of an informed
decision or above, the additional instances due to subwindowing or overlap are
relatively unlikely to have an impact, but for subjects who achieve under 0.5 there
is a good chance of improving considerably on this by using these techniques.

5 Future Work

This study is preliminary and the experiments represent work in progress, with
the full picture illustrated by the results shown still being computed. Further
work is under way to automate feature selection and implement classifier fusion
based on different sampling options as well as alternate classifiers and other pre-
processing alternatives. It is also worth teasing out and confirming the precise
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Fig. 7. The experimental results of reduced overlapping windows through choosing the
first, middle, and last 10 and 30% overlapping windows derived from each super-epoch
(experiment 2b) across different window sizes and subjects

way in which the number of sampled overlapped and unoverlapped trials influ-
ences overall performance when constrained to sample across the start, middle
and end thirds of the trial. These thirds are hypothesised to contain slightly dif-
ferent kinds of information, about the initiation, maintenance and termination of
the target state, and thus potentially classifiers trained separately on them can
be fused for better performance than concatenating them into a single classifier
(either as single superepochs, or sets of subepoch instances).
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